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Abstract
We are currently implementing CIRCSlM-Tutor v. 3, a
conversation-based intelligent tutoring system (ITS) which
tutors medical students on the baroreceptor reflex, a topic
in cardiovascular physiology. In order to provide the most
natural conversational experience possible, we would like
to let the student take the initiative where possible. On the
other hand, because of the increased complexity of the
required infrastructure, the difficulty of understanding full
free-text input, and the tutor’s desire to accomplish the
tutoring agenda, we must restrict the types of initiatives
which the system will attempt to respond to. We classify
initiatives according to the nature of the student’s utterance
and according to the type of processing required by the
tutor to handle them. We describe how we encourage the
student to give responses we can handle. We explain wily
we believe that these methods do not restrict the student’s
ability to communicate with the system or to learn the
material. We illustrate the phenomena described with
examples from human-to-human tutoring sessions.

Introduction

The SCHOLAR system, developed by J. R. Carbonell
(1970), is often considered in the United States to be the
first intelligent tutoring system. Carbonell called SCHOLAR
a mixed-initiative system because it had two modes of
operation: the teacher could ask the student questions or
vice versa. However, SCHOLAR could not hold a continuous
conversation which required cooperative dialogue beha-
vior. In fact, SCHOLAR did not attempt to create a coherent
conversation. The following excerpt is from a tutor-led
section of a dialogue with SCHOLAR; the student-led
sections are similar.

T: The capital of Chile is Santiago. Correct or
incorrect?
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S: Correct.
T: That’s right. Approx. what is the area of Brazil?
S: 2,500,000 square miles.
T: Wrong. Please indicate if the following

statement is correct or incorrect: The area of
Paraguay is approx. 47432 square miles.

(excerpted from Carbonell 1970, fig. 1)
Our tutoring system, CIRCSIM-Tutor, is capable of partici-
pating in this type of mixed-initiative interaction,
although our coherence heuristics would not generate such
an abrupt topic change. But we cannot handle more
sophisticated types of mixed-initiative processing such as
fully cooperative conversations. We define a fully coopera-
tive conversation as one where participation requires a
multi-agent model where each speaker has goals to
achieve and a plan to achieve them. The intent is to
distinguish conversations requiring such a model from
those which can be understood with a simpler model
where one agent has a goal and a plan to achieve it, and
the other agent’s job is mainly to go along with the plan.
It has been suggested that a fully cooperative conversation
can be compared to two children building a tower of
blocks together, as opposed to one child telling the other
what to do. In the cooperative case, neither may be able to
predict the shape of the resulting tower.

This brings up the question: Does a tutoring system like
CIRCSlM-Tutor need to participate in fully cooperative
conversations in order to achieve its tutoring goals? After
all, most conversations between humans and computers
today are led by one party or the other. For example, in a
database front-end, the human user might ask questions
which the program answers. Conversely, in an advice-
giving system or an automatic teller machine, the program
leads and the human’s job is to respond. Many human-to-
human tutoring sessions are also led mainly by one party
or the other. In this regard, one might contrast our person-
to-person tutoring experiments, where the tutor has an
agenda to fulfill, with tutoring sessions such as those
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described by Fox (1993), where the student chooses the
agenda for the tutoring session.

In this paper we characterize the types of mixed-
initiative interactions which CIRCSlM-Tutor can parti-
cipate in. We classify potential student utterances and the
reasoning power required by the tutor to respond to them.
We also describe types of mixed-initiative interactions
which the system cannot handle and how we reduce the
frequency of such occurrences.

The CIRCSIM-Tutor Planner

Problem Domain and Tutoring Task

CIRCSIM-Tutor conducts conversations with students about
the baroreceptor reflex, a topic in cardiovascular physi-
ology which all beginning medical students need to
master. The baroreceptor reflex is the negative feedback
loop which attempts to maintain a steady blood pressure in
the human body. The focus of CmCSlM-Tutor is on
tutoring students on material which they have already
studied, not on teaching new material. This orientation
leads us to place greater emphasis on the interactive
aspects of the conversation, rather than on elaborate ways
to present material. Thus generating cohesive turns which
fit coherently into the evolving dialogue is more important
than generating complex explanations, for example.

In the beginning physiology course, students are given
problems to solve based on a simplified qualitative model
of the heart. In each problem, something happens to
change the processing of the heart. The student is then
asked to predict the direction of change of seven core
variables in each of three resulting physiological stages.
Students can solve such problems in many settings: alone,
in conversation with a human tutor, or while interacting
with a tutoring system. When the student’s predictions are
complete, either the human tutor or the ITS conducts a
dialogue with the student to help the student learn the
correct answers and the reasoning behind them.

Planning the Tutor’s Response
In order to model both pedagogical and linguistic
strategies, the CIRCSlM-Tutor project has collected over
5000 turns of keyboard-to-keyboard tutoring sessions
where students solve problems with the aid of live tutors.
Our analysis of these transcripts shows that CIRCSIM-Tutor
needs both a global, plan-oriented model and a turn-by-
turn model such as that used by the Conversation Analysis
school (Sinclair & Coulthard 1975).1

The tutor maintains global control of the conversation
while responding turn by turn to the student’s utterances.

1 This work was brought to our attention by Cawsey (1992).

To be able to respond flexibly to the student, the planner
refines plans only until the next move is clear. Thus it can
afford to replan whenever the student gives an unexpected
response.

The global plan is visible in the hierarchical structure of
the dialogue, which contains the following levels:
¯ Physiological stage
¯ Core variable
¯ Attempts to teach each variable
Within each physiological stage, the tutorial dialogue is
divided into segments, one for each core variable. Usually,
only the variables which the student missed are discussed.
Each segment is divided into one or more attempts to
teach the value of a variable. The basis of each attempt is
a correction schema chosen from a plan library. The
schema contains one or more goals which must be satis-
fied in the coming turn or turns. Goals are satisfied
recursively until primitive speech acts are obtained.

Each attempt ends with the tutor requesting the correct
value of the variable being tutored. If the student gives the
correct answer, the segment ends. Otherwise, the attempt
fails, causing any remaining goals associated with it to be
removed from the agenda. The tutor can make another
attempt or give the student the answer. A more detailed
description of the CmcsIM-Tutor planner can be found in
Freedman (1996).

The speech acts are assembled into turns, then realized
as surface text and displayed to the student. In a typical
tutorial dialogue, every turn has the following basic
structure. Note that each of the sections is optional.

Response to student’s previous statement
Acknowledgment of student’s statement

(e.g. yes, no, you’re right)
Content-oriented reply

(e.g. rebuttal or statement of support)
New material

Next part(s) of current schema
Question for student to answer

This model, based on the tenets of Conversation Analysis,
is regularly observed in our human-to-human transcripts.

Although human tutors don’t necessarily do so, the
mechanized tutor always ends a turn by explicitly
requesting information from the student, usually with a
question.

Some Sample Dialogues
The following is the most common schema used to correct
one category of variables, those controlled by the nervous
system.2

2 The actual schemata are written in LisP. For simplicity, the
prerequisites are not shown.
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Correct-neural (V):
1. Make sure student knows that V is controlled by the

nervous system.
2. Make sure that student knows that current stage is

pre-neural.
3. Make sure student knows that correct value of V is

no-change.

Figure 1 shows in condensed form a subset of the
dialogues which can be generated from this schema. Each
item in italics represents text which could be generated by
one element of the schema. Where convenient, we have
shown two possible realizations separated by a slash. The
numbers correspond to the subgoals in the schema. The
student’s responses are shown in roman type.

In the lefimost path, the student gives the desired
answer immediately. In the second path, the student gives
a partially correct answer, in this case an answer which is
true but does not use the tutor’s desired language. The
tutor adds a goal to correct the student’s language before
continuing with the schema. In the third branch, the
student gives an answer which is on the path toward the
correct answer. The tutor helps the student toward the
correct answer in two different ways. In the rightmost
branch, the tutor chooses to give the student the answer.

Due to space limitations, we have only shown one
possible realization for the second and third subgoals of
the schema. As multiple realizations are possible for these
subgoals as well, one can see how the CIRCSIM-Tutor
planner can generate a large number of coherent dialogues
from a few basic elements. Although CIRCSIM-Tutor does
not have the syntactic ability or semantic range of a
human tutor, it can emulate all of the major dialogue
patterns used by our domain experts.

Handling Student Initiatives

Classification of Student Input

The reply generated by the system depends on the type of
the student’s utterance. The following response types,
which are the most common ones, were illustrated in
Figure 1:

¯ Correct answer
¯ Wrong answer
¯ Physiological near-miss: a step toward the correct

answer
¯ Linguistic near-miss: linguistically close but not exact

answer

Each of these response types can refer to the tutor’s most
recent question or to a higher question on the agenda.

The student can also say something which does not
relate to an open question posed by the tutor. Here are two
examples:

¯ Student adds new information, e.g. an explanation.
¯ Student changes the topic.

For the purposes of this paper, we will consider any
student statement which adds new content to the dialogue
as a student initiative. This definition subsumes a nar-
rower definition which would only include statements
which change the topic of conversation. The broader
definition is convenient because much of the processing is
similar.

Problems with Unrestricted Student Initiatives

Student initiatives present a difficult problem. On the one
hand, we would like to let students respond as freely as
possible. Open-ended questions force students to think
more deeply. Additionally, open-ended questions permit
students to focus in on their specific problems. This ability
is one of the justifications for building natural-language
based ITSs.

But there are several problems with permitting
unrestricted student initiatives:

¯ First, the student’s utterance can be too difficult to
understand at the purely mechanical levels of spelling,
syntax and basic semantic processing.

¯ Second, just because we can understand a statement at a
literal level does not mean that we can understand the
student’s model of the domain (Borchardt 1994). This can
be especially difficult if the student’s domain model is
invalid.

¯ Third, even if we can understand what the student is
telling us, we may not have a constructive response
available.

¯ Fourth, even if we have a constructive response avail-
able, responding to the student initiative may not help the
tutor achieve its agenda.

Reducing Unwanted Student Initiatives

Asking the students to learn a set of rules about what they
can and cannot say detracts from the goal of a natural
conversation. Therefore we rely on the fact that students
are cooperative conversation partners (Grice 1975) 
encourage the type of response we prefer.

One way to avoid difficult student initiatives is to ask
short-answer questions instead of open-ended ones.
Reducing the size and complexity of the expected response
reduces the chance of misunderstanding a student utter-
ance and the attendant frustration on the part of the
student. In fact, this informal restriction on our part
encourages students to use the system to its limits.
Students are sensitive to the capabilities of the system, and
they won’t generate non-trivial utterances if we have
proved ourselves incapable of responding to them before.
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(1)

(2)

(3)

Can you tell me how TPR is controlled? /
What is the primary mechanism which controls TPR?

Nervous Sympathetic Radius of I have
system vasoconstriction arterioles no idea

Right Right And what Which is TPR is

[ controls that? neurally neurally

~ TPR is neural [
co?oiled c~olled\  e ous /

~~
sysiem /J

And we’re in the pre-neural period now /
Remember that we’re in the pre-neural period

I
So what do you think about TPR now?

Figure 1: Dialogues which CIRCSIM-Tutor can generate

A second way to restrict unwanted student initiatives is
to ensure that each turn ends with an explicit request.
With an explicit request on the table, it is more likely that
the student will answer the question rather than change
the topic. An additional benefit of this restriction is that it
provides students with an unambiguous indicator of when
it is their turn to respond. Turn-taking rules work in
person-to-person conversation because we are socialized to
understand and use them (Sacks, Schegloff & Jefferson
1974). But people expect to have a more explicit inter-
action with a computer (Dahlb~lck & J0nsson 1991).

Although it might seem that restricting the types of
discourse we generate and hope to receive might diminish
the teaching ability of the system, this is not necessarily
so. According to one of our domain experts3, human tutors
have two problems with open-ended questions:

¯ Even with human tutors, students frequently misunder-
stand what the tutor is asking. Hence, even when the tutor

3 Dr. Joel Michael, personal communication.

can understand the student’s response, it may not relate
directly to what the tutor is looking for.

¯ It is often difficult for a human tutor to understand (and
hence to use) what the student says in response to an
open-ended question. There are two reasons for this. First,
students do not always understand to what organizational
level (e.g. heart, myocardial ceils, or membrane receptors)
the question refers to. Second, medical students do not
naturally reason causally. When they are having trouble
with causal reasoning, they sometimes switch to using
teleological statements ("what the myocardial cells want
is ..."), and these can be difficult for the human tutor to
interpret.

Thus human tutors have the same type of problems with
open-ended questions as the computerized tutor, although
not nearly to the same extent.

Desirable Types of Student Initiatives

On the other hand, we would like to encourage student
initiatives whenever we can understand and respond to
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them. In general, the current CIRCSlM-Tutor infrastructure
can handle an initiative which satisfies the following
criteria:
¯ Does not require a deep understanding of the student’s

(possibly buggy) domain model.
¯ Does not require reasoning about the student’s plan.
¯ Does not require the use of stacked discourse contexts,

as would be required, for example, if the student asked
a hypothetical question.
Although classifying the student’s response requires

identifying the student’s goal, most student statements can
be handled without needing to reason about the student’s
plan. Transcript analysis shows that for the type of
problem-solving involved in the baroreceptor reflex
domain, expert tutors lead the conversation, although they
give the student wide freedom in answering the questions.
As one of the tutors’ goals is to implicitly teach a model of
problem-solving, this is not an unreasonable approach.

Stacked discourse contexts might be required if tutor
and student needed to switch among multiple topics or to
describe events in a variety of possible worlds. In general,
these features are not required for discussing the values of
variables and the causal relationships among them.

From another point of view, we can handle an initiative
if the tutor can assimilate the student’s desire into its own
agenda. One category of initiatives satisfying these criteria
is simple requests, e.g. asking for help, a definition or an
explanation.4 The tutor can respond to these and other
simple initiatives in several ways:
¯ Put the student’s request on the agenda above the

current plan, i.e. respond to student’s statement, then
return to plan

¯ Put the student’s request on the agenda instead of the
current plan, i.e. switch to new plan

¯ Put the student’s request elsewhere on the agenda
¯ Acknowledge student’s input without responding
¯ Ignore student’s input
In each of these cases, the student’s request has been
incorporated into the tutor’s agenda.

Initiatives in Human Conversation

The following fragment from a human-to-human tutoring
session shows some examples of cooperative phenomena
which are outside the range of our model.
-, T: ... How can CC go up if it’s under neural control?

S: (gives a confused explanation of a false statemenO

T: (attempts to deal with student’s confusion)
Do you see the difference?

S: No, this concept is hard for me to grasp.
T: (explains further) OK?
S: Is increased calcium the only thing that can increase

contractility?
T: Yes.
S: OK. So would it be accurate to say that (asks 

follow-up question)?
T: Yes, and (gives further information). OK?
S: OK. (1(10:43-52)
In the first line of this example, the tutor uses an open-

ended question to encourage the student to give an
explanation in terms of a deeper-level concept map. In the
cooperative conversation which follows, both tutor and
student contribute questions and ideas. In the second and
third marked statements, the student takes the initiative,
referring to concepts mentioned earlier in the dialogue
which are now in the shared mental model of tutor and
student. The more complex and/or error-ridden the
student’s explanation is, the less likely CIRCSIM-Tutor is
to be able to understand it and reply constructively. For
this reason we try to avoid such explanations on the
student’s part by not asking open-ended questions such as
the one the tutor started with here.

On the other hand, consider the following example.
T: (asks about the value of TPR)
S: I thought TPR would increase due to higher flow

rate through vasculature. (K10:32)
CmcsIM-Tutor can handle a student response like this one.
Although we cannot make use of the explanation given by
the student, we can understand and respond to the core
content CTPR will increase"). In fact, the human tutor
does not necessarily use the additional information either:

In the following example, the tutor responds to a
student statement for which the truth value can be
determined but with difficulty. This example is interme-
diate in difficulty to the two previous examples. To answer
the student’s question correctly, the tutor needs a deeper
domain model than that required just to compute the
correct values of the core variables. Note that the tutor
may need to expend considerable resources on such a
statement before it can determine whether it can indeed
understand and answer such a statement.

T: What’s your first prediction?
S: TPR, HR, CC all increase simultaneously.
T: That’s pretty good except for HR. Remember in this

case this guy’s HR is solely determined by his
broken artificial pacemaker.

4 Although a request for help can also be an indicator of a
complex student plan, good results can often be obtained by
taking such requests literally.

5 Note, however, that if the student’s reason is incorrect, the
human tutor can correct the student in cases where the
computerized tutor cannot.
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-~ S: Wouldn’t his other myocardial cells respond to
sympathetic stimulation and couldn’t they override
his artificial pacemaker?

T: They might and then again they might not. We’re
assuming in this case that they don’t. So what do
you say about HR? (K18:36-40)

This case is at the limit of our ability to understand
natural language input. Although we strive to increase our
ability to handle such input, we try to reduce the frequency
of such utterances by ensuring that every turn ends with
an explicit request of the student. For example, the tutor
might terminate the turn previous to the marked one by
asking:

T: ... Now what do you think about the value of HR?

Conclusions

In a tutoring system like CIRCSIM-Tutor, the importance of
cooperative conversation lies not in the conversation itself,
but in interactivity, which keeps the student actively
involved with the material. CIRCSlM-Tutor has several
strategies for increasing interaction with the student in
spite of the unavoidable limitations on natural language
processing. In particular, by asking short-answer questions
instead of open-ended questions and ending each turn
with a question (or its equivalent), CIRCSlM-Tutor can
maintain a general control over the conversation while
still giving the student a great deal of leeway for
discussing the desired subject matter.

CIRCSlM-Tutor can handle most things which happen in
a tutor-led tutoring session, but it cannot handle a true
cooperative conversation with two independently planning
agents. Thus we do not attempt to handle student
utterances which would require understanding the stu-
dent’s plan, extending our understanding of the student’s
domain model, or using stacked discourse contexts.

By accepting these restrictions, we were able to reduce
the complexity of the architecture for CIRCSIM-Tutor v. 3.
This has permitted us to reduce the response time and
increase our content coverage. For a domain like the baro-
receptor reflex, we believe that a tutor-led system can
provide students with a large variety of coherent and
helpful conversations. Since CIRCSlM-Tutor logs all of its
conversations, we will be able to update our model as we
acquire real-world experience.
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